
This summer Lrave had the opportunity to intern at a local law firm as

well as with ajudge at a town court. These internships have allowed me to

experience the criminal justice system from multiple vantage points, that of the

defense, prosecution, and judge. Through these internships I have been exposed

to multiple legal environments including a private law firm in the city,

courthouse, and a district attorney's office.

The law firm I intern at deals with both criminal and civil cases and

primarily acts as the defense. They represent government entities, co{porations,

and individuals. I enjoy working on all types of cases but I particularþ enjoy

working on the cases where an individual is facing charges. Meeting a person that

the firm is helping makes my work feel more meaningful and profound, and that

what I contribute to the case might help to create a positive outcome. When

representing a nameless entity some of the human aspect which I savor is lost in

the process.

At my internship at the courthouse I have been able to sit in on

conversations between the judge and both the prosecuting and defending

attorneys before a trial. This has given me the unique position to hear the

arguments and personal opinions of both parties in a case in addition to the

rationale of the person who passes judgement. Additionally, it has been

beneficial to spend hours in a courtroom listening to the variety of cases being

brought before the judge and the subsequent reasoning behind his decisions.



After all the cfrG*have been heard and decided for the day I discuss them with

thè.¡udge. On his -ole involved cases I read through the entire case file and

express my own feelings about the case and offer revisions or suggestions for his

written opinions. These particular cases can span for weeks or months before

they are decided.

Even though the majority of the cases at the court are traffic infractions

and misdemeanors, they have nonetheless sparked my interest in criminal

justice. The judgements that were made in court were made to deter future

criminal activity, not to punish. High fines andjail time were rare and only used

in the cases where it seemed that a small fine would not be sufficient to deter the

behavior. Being a criminal attorney, whether defense or prosecution, helps to

determine the line between rehabilitation and punishment. This is done by

representing either side of a case to its full extent so that ajudge can make an

informed, appropriate decision. Studying law will also give me the foundation

necessary to help those who do not have the ability to help themselves in a legal

setting. At the law firm one case in particular involved a pro se litigant who

brought a case against a county and some of its government employees. The law

firm I am interning with led the defense in response to the claims of the person

representing herself. Had she employed an attorney a lot of time and resources

would have been saved. An experienced attorney would know which complaints

to pursue and which ones would not hold up in a court of law. This would have

likely led to a more favorable outcome for her, rather than the likely dismissal of

the case.



Fishtins Violence Asainst W in the United States: Mv Vocation

I come from a family of strong women who are survivors of domestic violence. My

maternal grandmother and mother are survivors of an alcoholic, abusive man who attempted to

kill them. They were able to escape that life and have helped other women get out of similar

situations. I was fortunate to be born into a family who taught me the need for strength,

compassion, and advocacy. This understanding propelled my want to become an advocate for

women and children. One night in college, I was awoken to an instance of dating violence

involving a friend. Once the police left with the abuser, I thought her safety would be a priority

of the college. Her attacker broke his restraining order on campus, yet the school put the

responsibility on her to avoid him while telling me that my support was making the attacker

uncomfortable. Eventually, the court system provided a solution by banning him from the

county.

While I was not attacked physically, I saw the results of the violence and remembered my

family's experiences. This episode helped spur my passion for fostering women's rights. To

further this passion, I choose specific collegiate experiences including a certification in Non-

Profit Management with internships at an after-school program for at-risk youth and a domestic

violence shelter as well as a senior thesis entitled: "'Women's Political Empowerment:

Addressing Women's Rights Abuses in the Islamic World." Now, I hope to take the next step

and serve my community by addressing the grave lack ofjustice in the United States for those

suffering from domestic violence and all violence against women. Now in law school, I have

chosen multiple public interest and service opportunities in which to participate. As the Law

Women Philanthropy Co-Chair,I organized major fundraisers for the YWCA and

I interned with the District Attorney's Office in



f,

the Domestic Violence Unit during October to the end of April. As a Co-Coordinator for the

Title IX Conference held at the University , , I coordinated and

recruited volunteers while filling into any spot needed during the conference itself. These

experiences and my background helped me earn the Susan B. Anthony Award through the

ny lL year. This award required a

dedication to women's rights, experience in that field, and being in the top 25o/o of my class.

Despite the country being portrayed as safe for its citizens and a land of equality, the

United States has a significant amount of violence against women. The National Coalition

Against Domestic Violence reports that 1 in 3 women have been victims of intimate partner

violence in their lifetime and every 9 seconds a woman is assaulted in America. The numbers

alone demonstrate an epidemic of violence against women and that not enough is being done to

address this issue. This empirically proves that domestic violence will continue to affect much of

the population.

The media has been abuzz with high profile instances of domestic violence, yet the

reactions have not always been positive in terms of the survivors as demonstrated by the

National Football League's incidences involving Greg Hardy, Ray Rice, and more. With little

repercussions given to the abusers, there are underlying issues that need to be confronted.

Prosecution of domestic violence needs to occur more often and uniformly. The New York

Times addressed domestic violence in the NFL and points to this factor: "The criteria for

prosecuting such cases vary widely across the country, and they get thomier when victims do not

cooperate with investigations for fear of retribution." lnstead of domestic violence charges being

a guessing game, laws should provide specif,rc guidelines for prosecuting abusers nationwide and



support to survivors which would allow survivors to feel safe testifying or even pressing charges

in the {irst place.

Until changss are made and support is better providecl, domestic violence will continue to

go unreported. The Department of Justice states approximately half of domestic violence

incidents go unreported. ln terms of sexual assaults, the Rape Abuse and Incest National

Nefwork shows that 68% of sexual assaults are uffeported and 98% of rapists will nevcr spcnd a

day in jail. The lack ofjustice achieved after domestic violence needs to be tackled through the

legal system for women to feel safe reporting violence. The Stanford rape case of June 2016

(People v. Turner) is the epitome of this phenomcnon. Brock Turner was convictcd of three

felony sexual assault charges, yet he will serve 3-6 months in jail because prison seemed too

harsh to the judge. Seeing cases with that kind of outcome selves as a disincentive for women to

go through the trauma of a trial and does not serve as a proventative mcasurc against violence

towards women. While it was a legal sentence in California, it ìs not a legal sentence for

someone convicted of the same charges in Tennessee. Laws need to be consistent across the

country and better enforced. Current laws like the Violence Against Women Act of 1994 have

provided national hotlines and allocated large funding programs for outreach and prosecution,

yet the prosecution of abusers is not present in a significant number of cases.

In many cases, first time offenders are only required to enter treatment courses. While

treatment and education is important, it is not always enough. o'Most of these programs have

about a21,22,23 percent success rate at 12 to 18 months," per Richard Gelles, professor at the

University of Pennsylvania and author of The Volent Home. This does not mean that educational

programs should disappear, but they should be in conjunction with sentencing. "Swift and

serious sentencing is important to decrease the incidents of domestic abuse," says Lisa Smith,



former prosecutor and current assistant professor of clinical law at Brooklyn Law. Prosecutors

can directly cause change in these trends by taking more assailants to court.

My goal is to become a prosecutor and women's advocate. I have a passion for helping

women find their own strength while working to better the community. My internships with a

dornestic violence shelter and a prosecutor's office have fueled my desire to do more. I want to

prosecute abusers who have not seen substantive consequences to demonstrate to survivors that

something can be donc to stop the abuse. My hope is to eventually advocate for more effective

laws and consistent laws to root out domestic violence and sexual assault and more forcefully

prosecute cases fully of current laws. I feel that my vocation is using the legal field to help others

within domestic violence law and sexual assault cases due to my passion for women's rights.


